Abstract

Face detection in uncontrolled ambiance continues to be a challenge to traditional face detection methods due to the large difference in facial expressions. The task of alignment is particularly difficult when the face comes from an extremely uncontrolled environment. To overcome these problems, the present paper is a reliable and deeply considerable application that allows users to detect a face(s) in real-time and process them. Database of faces with bounding rectangles and facial landmark locations is collected, and simple discriminative classifiers are learned from each of them. Then methods for morphing, warping, swapping and averaging of faces are presented. As a result, faces can be very effectively detected, aligned/oriented and used for the above methods. In addition, based on results this approach can detect faces and eyes in difficult conditions without explicitly simulating their variation. Evaluating the tests of the application, it can confidently said that this face detection method is accurate and effective and reaches the most modern level of performance. The same methodology can easily be generalized to other tasks, as well as the detection of a common object.
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